Men on garbage truck hurt in collision

Two men from Warren County and a man from Lincoln County had minor injuries May 20 after a vehicle collided with the side of a garbage truck.

Timothy F. Harris, 38, and Steven S. King, 44, both of Warrenton, were taken to Mercy Hospital Lincoln, according to a Missouri State Highway Patrol preliminary report. Roman T. Cole, 27, Moscow Mills, was also taken to the hospital.

The crash happened around 1:50 p.m. on Highway C, west of South Ethlyn Road in Lincoln County, the highway patrol said.

King was driving a garbage truck with Harris as the passenger. The truck was driving eastbound on Highway C when it struck the center line while traveling the opposite direction, according to the report.

King and Harris were wearing seat belts at the time of the crash. Cole was not wearing a seat belt, the patrol said.